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Abstract
Cancellations are known to be helpful in ecient algebraic computation of polynomials over
elds. We dene a notion of cancellation in Boolean circuits and dene Boolean circuits that do
not use cancellation to be non-cancellative. Non-cancellative Boolean circuits are a natural gen-
eralization of monotone Boolean circuits. We show that in the absence of cancellation, Boolean
circuits require super-polynomial size to compute the determinant interpreted over GF(2). This
non-monotone Boolean function is known to be in P. In the spirit of monotone complexity
classes, we dene complexity classes based on non-cancellative Boolean circuits. We show that
when the Boolean circuit model is restricted by withholding cancellation, P and popular classes
within P are restricted as well, butNP and circuit denable classes above it remain unchanged.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Using the power of cancellation to compute more eciently has been a recurrent
theme in the study of computational complexity. Strassen [22] made elegant usage of
cancellation to obtain a surprising O(n2:81) algorithm for matrix multiplication, improv-
ing the obvious O(n3) algorithm. Valiant [27] showed that usage of cancellations can
lead to an exponential gain in size for counting the number of perfect matchings in tri-
angular grid graphs. Nisan [15] showed that if cancellation is inhibited by withholding
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commutativity, then computing the determinant is as hard as computing the permanent.
This paper investigates the power of cancellation in Boolean computation. We dene
a Boolean circuit to be non-cancellative if the formal polynomial associated with the
circuit does not have a monomial that has both a literal and its complement. Non-
cancellative circuits are a natural generalization of monotone Boolean circuits which
have been studied extensively in the past [2, 8, 9, 17, 19, 24]. An important dierence
between the two models is that, unlike monotone Boolean circuits, non-cancellative
circuits can compute all Boolean functions. This is because the circuit based on the
representation of a Boolean function as the disjunction of its prime implicants is non-
cancellative. All known lower bounds in the monotone circuit model carry over to the
non-cancellative circuit model in a straightforward way. We also show that the lower
bounds in the monotone circuit model can be adapted to similar lower bounds for a
large class of non-monotone functions in the non-cancellative setting.
In the past, researchers have studied Boolean circuits with limited number of nega-
tions [14, 20, 25] to better understand the power of negations in Boolean computation.
The study of non-cancellative circuits is of interest for the same reason. But in non-
cancellative circuits the restriction is not on the number of negations but rather on the
manner in which negations are used, namely, that they are not used for cancellation.
This leads to the question as to whether non-trivial usage of negation is at all possible
if cancellation is not allowed. The answer is yes. We have already observed that non-
cancellative circuits can compute all Boolean functions. Moreover, there are examples
of small non-cancellative circuits such as an NC1 circuit for PARITY.
This paper has three parts. In the rst part, we generalize the lower bounds in the
monotone Boolean circuit model to an appropriate class of non-monotone functions.
We begin by showing that for every non-monotone function f such that f(0) = 0 or
f(1) = 0, there is a monotone function g such that the non-cancellative complexity 3 of
f is the same as the monotone complexity of g. We derive two important consequences
of this result. First, in the context of computing monotone functions non-cancellative
circuits are no more powerful than monotone circuits. This formalizes the intuition that
for computing monotone functions, negations can only be used for cancellation. Thus,
all lower bounds known for the monotone model apply in the non-cancellative model
as well. The second consequence is that, for any monotone f, the non-cancellative
complexity of the non-monotone function f (See section 3.2 for a denition) is at
least the monotone complexity of f. This provides, for instance, a super-polynomial
size lower bound for non-cancellative circuits that compute the determinant interpreted
over GF(2). This function is known to be in P [26]. This is the rst example of a
non-monotone Boolean function for which cancellations help.
In the second part of the paper, we quantify the amount of cancellation in a general
non-monotone circuit. This quantity is dened to be the number of input variables that
appear cancellatively in the formal polynomial associated with the circuit. We then
show that non-monotone circuits in which O(log(n)) variables appear cancellatively can
3 The non-cancellative complexity of f is the size of the smallest non-cancellative circuit computing f.
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be converted into an equivalent non-cancellative circuit without blowing up the size by
more than a polynomial. This implies a lower bound on the number of variables that
appear cancellatively in the formal polynomial of general Boolean circuits that compute
certain monotone functions. For instance, it follows that in the formal polynomial of
any sublinear depth circuit for the bipartite perfect matching function at least a constant
fraction of the input variables must appear cancellatively. Conversely, we have a linear
depth lower bound on any circuit that computes the bipartite perfect matching function
using o(n) of the input variables cancellatively. This provides new insight into the role
of cancellation in ecient computation of the perfect matching function; namely, in
the context of depth requirement, allowing cancellations on o(n) input variables is as
bad as withholding negations all together.
The third part of the paper is motivated by monotone complexity classes [9]. We
dene non-cancellative analogues of popular classes, such as NL, SAC1 and NP,
using non-cancellative Boolean circuits. In addition to being a natural extension of the
study of monotone complexity classes, the study of non-cancellative classes provides
insight about the role of cancellation in structural issues, such as closure properties of
complexity classes. For instance, while NL and SAC1 are known to be closed un-
der complement [12, 23, 5], we show that their non-cancellative analogues are not. As
mentioned earlier, non-cancellative circuits can compute all Boolean functions, given
enough size. It is therefore meaningful to ask how much size is necessary before can-
cellation becomes useless. To answer this, we show that the non-cancellative analogue
of NP spans the whole of NP. This implies that for classes containing NP that
have circuit denition, non-cancellativeness is not a restriction. However, we show
that non-cancellativeness is a strict restriction for P and popular classes within it.
Section 2 contains denitions and preliminary results used in the rest of the paper.
The three parts of the paper are covered in Sections 3{5. Concluding remarks are
presented in Section 6. Throughout the paper we assume familiarity with complexity
classes such as NL, SAC1, P and NP. See [7] for a survey of complexity classes.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Denitions
Denition 2.1. A Boolean circuit Bn is a directed acyclic labeled graph in which nodes
either have in-degree 0 or 2. Nodes with in-degree 0 are called inputs and are labeled
from the set fxi; xi; 0; 1j16i6ng. The other nodes (also called gates) are labeled from
the set f_;^g. The in-degree of a gate will be referred to as its fanin. The circuit
has exactly one node with 0 out-degree and it is called the output. A formula is a
Boolean circuit in which the gates have out-degree 61. Bn is positive monotone if the
inputs are labeled only from fxi; 0; 1j16i6ng. Bn is negative monotone if the inputs
are labeled only from f xi; 0; 1j16i6ng. The size of a Boolean circuit is the number of
gates in it and its depth is the length of the longest path from any input to the output.
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Denition 2.2. Each element in the set fxij16i6ng is a variable. A literal is a vari-
able xi in positive form xi or negative form xi. A term is a conjunction of literals,
both positive and negative, and constants from f0; 1g. Each term t can be expressed
as c  t+  t−, where each literal in t+ is positive and each literal in t− is negative and
c 2 f0; 1g. For any term t, t+ is the positive term of t and t− is its negative term;
var(t+) denotes the set of variables in t+ and var(t−) is the analogous set for t−.
Each Boolean circuit Bn computes a Boolean function f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. We shall
use PI(f) to denote the set of prime implicants of a function f (see for instance [21]
for a denition of prime implicants).
Denition 2.3. A parse-graph G of a Boolean circuit Bn is dened inductively as
follows: G includes the output of Bn; for any _ gate v included in G, exactly one
immediate predecessor of v in Bn is included as its only predecessor in G; and for any
^ gate v included in G, all the immediate predecessors of v in Bn are included as its
predecessors in G.
Every gate v of a parse-graph G computes a term which is the conjunction of the
labels on the inputs of the sub-graph rooted at v.
Denition 2.4. Let G denote the set of parse-graphs of Bn and let t(G) be the term
computed at the output of parse-graph G. The formal polynomial P(Bn) of a circuit
Bn is
P
G2G
t(G):
Example 2.1. Consider the circuit B3 in Fig. 1. The circuit is monotone and has eight
parse-graphs. P(B3) = abc + a2b + ac2 + a2c + b2c + ab2 + bc2 + abc. Note that the
prime implicants of the function computed by B3 are ab, bc and ac. Thus, the number
of monomials in the formal polynomial of a circuit is in general not the same as the
number of prime implicants of the function that it computes.
Denition 2.5 (Grigni [8]). A Boolean function f is said to be positive monotone
(negative monotone) if the terms in PI(f) do not contain negative (positive, resp.)
literals.
Denition 2.6. Let F be the class of Boolean functions such that f(0) = 0. For any
f 2 F, we dene the positive monotone function fm as: fm =
W
t2PI(f) t+. Similarly,
let F be the class of Boolean functions such that f(1) = 0. For any f 2 F, we
dene the negative monotone function fm as fm =
W
t2PI(f) t−.
Example 2.2. Let f be a Boolean function with prime implicants x1x2 x3, x1 x2x3
and x1x2x3. Then the prime implicants of fm are x1x2, x1x3 and x2x3. The prime impli-
cants of fm are x1, x2 and x3.
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Fig. 1. The circuit B3.
It is worth noting that fm is the smallest monotone increasing function dominating
f. We shall henceforth say a function or a circuit is \monotone" to mean that it is
either positive or negative monotone, in the style of [8]. Thus, for a monotone function
f, its complement f is monotone as well.
Denition 2.7. A term t is said to be cancelled if var(t+) \ var(t−) 6= ;. A term t is
said to be trivial if it is cancelled or has 0 as its constant.
Denition 2.8. A Boolean circuit Bn is non-cancellative if there are no cancelled terms
in its formal polynomial P(Bn).
2.2. The canonical formal polynomial
Given a general Boolean circuit Bn computing a function f such that f(0) = 0, we
derive a canonical form for P(Bn). A similar canonical form then follows for the dual
class of functions for which f(1) = 0.
We rst establish some relationships between the non-trivial monomials of P(Bn)
and the terms of PI(fm) leading to a canonical form for P(Bn). The proofs of the
following lemmas are based on the idea that since Bn computes f, P(Bn) and f must
agree on every input assignment.
Lemma 2.1. For each non-trivial monomial  of P(Bn); there exists a term t 2 PI(fm)
such that var(t) var(+).
Proof. Suppose there is a non-trivial monomial  for which this claim is not true. On
the input assignment that sets the variables in var(+) to 1 and all the rest to 0, Bn
evaluates to 1. To obtain a contradiction, we argue that f evaluates to 0 on the given
assignment, as follows. Consider any prime implicant s+s− of f (if none exists, the
lemma holds). Then s+ is a summand in the expression for fm. Hence there is a prime
implicant t of fm such that var(t) var(s+). We have assumed that var(t) var(+)
is false. Hence var(s+) var(+) is false. Therefore s+s− evaluates to 0 on the given
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assignment. Since this holds for any prime implicant of f, f evaluates to 0 on the
given assignment, as claimed.
In the other direction, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For all terms t 2 PI(fm); there exists a non-trivial monomial  of P(Bn);
such that var(t) = var(+).
Proof. Let t be any prime implicant of fm. Consider the input that assigns 1 to the
variables in t and 0 to all the rest. On this input, at least one summand in the dening
expression for fm, say s+, evaluates to 1. Hence var(s+) var(t). But then s+ = t
because t is a prime implicant of fm. This means that for some s−, f has an implicant
ts−. Thus, f evaluates to 1 on the given input, so that P(Bn) must have a non-trivial
monomial  for which var(+) var(t). Now, there cannot be any other t0 2 PI(fm)
such that var(t0) var(+), for otherwise var(t0) var(t) which is impossible since
t; t0 are both prime implicants. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that var(+) = var(t).
Since each parse-graph in Bn computes a monomial in P(Bn), by Lemma 2.1 ev-
ery non-trivial monomial of P(Bn) is associated with at least one term in PI(fm). By
assuming a total order on the terms of PI(fm), we can associate a unique prime im-
plicant with each non-trivial monomial of P(Bn). That is, if there is more than one
prime implicant associated with a non-trivial monomial, we pick the one with least
order. There could, however, be several monomials associated with the same prime
implicant. This allows us to partition the set of non-trivial monomials of P(Bn) into
parse-classes, PC1; : : : ; PCs, where s = jPI(fm)j. By Lemma 2.2, each parse-class has
at least one monomial whose positive variables correspond exactly with those of the
prime implicant of fm associated with the parse-class. We shall refer to the each such
monomial as a representative of the parse-class.
Thus, for any Bn computing a function f 2 F we can put P(Bn) in the following
canonical form: the non-trivial monomials of P(Bn) can be partitioned into jPI(fm)j
parse-classes; in each parse-class, there is at least one monomial whose positive variable
set coincides with that of the prime implicant of fm corresponding to the class, and
each of the rest of the monomials in the parse-class contains this set as a subset of its
positive variable set.
Example 2.3. Consider the Boolean function f whose prime implicants are the terms
x1x2 and x2x3. Let the order be x1x2 is before x2x3. The following is the formal polyno-
mial of a possible circuit B3 computing f: P(B3) = x21x2 x3+x1x
2
2x3+ x
2
2x3 x1+x2x3x
2
1 +
x1x2 x2: The last monomial is cancelled. Based on the order on the prime implicants,
the set of non-trivial monomials is partitioned as follows: the rst monomial belongs
to the parse-class corresponding to x1x2; the third monomial belongs to the parse-class
corresponding to x2x3; the other two monomials could belong to either, but due to the
order on the prime implicants they both belong to the rst parse-class.
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The above results can be adapted for functions f such that f(1) = 0. Given a general
Boolean circuit Bn computing a function f 2 F, we have the following analogues of
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the canonical form for P(Bn) follows in the manner similar
to above.
Lemma 2.3. For each non-trivial monomial  of P(Bn); there exists a term t 2 PI(fm)
such that var(t) var(−).
Lemma 2.4. For all terms t 2 PI(fm); there exists a non-trivial monomial  of P(Bn);
such that var(t) = var(−).
2.3. Functions used
Here we dene the functions used in this paper:
1. The bipartite perfect matching function BPM: f0; 1gn2 ! f0; 1g, takes as input the
standard n  n adjacency matrix representation of a bipartite graph G and outputs
1 if and only if G has a perfect matching. BPM is a monotone function.
2. The following function was considered by Tardos in [24] as an example for which
the gap between the non-monotone and monotone complexity is exponential. TF:
f0; 1gn2 ! f0; 1g, takes as input the standard n  n adjacency matrix representa-
tion of a graph G and outputs 1 if and only if (G)6f(n), where , dened
in [24], is a monotone, polynomial time computable graph property whose value
lies between the clique number and chromatic number of G and f is any function
such that 36f(n)6((n= log(n))2=3)=4. For the purpose of this paper, we choose
f(n) = ((n= log(n))2=3)=4. TF is a monotone function.
3. BPM : f0; 1gn2 ! f0; 1g takes as input the standard n n adjacency matrix repre-
sentation of a bipartite graph G and outputs a 1 if and only if G has an odd number
of perfect matchings. BPM is a non-montone function. It is exactly the determinant
function interpreted over GF(2).
4. TF is dened analogously, by interpreting TF over GF(2).
3. Non-cancellative vs. monotone complexity
Non-cancellative circuits are a strict generalization of monotone circuits since mono-
tone circuits cannot compute non-monotone functions. In [17], Razborov had shown
that monotone Boolean circuits are strictly weaker than general Boolean circuits for
computing a monotone function: bipartite perfect matching. One interesting question is
whether non-cancellative circuits are as powerful as general Boolean circuits. In Section
3.1 we show that non-cancellative circuits for monotone functions are no more power-
ful than monotone circuits. In Section 3.2 we exhibit a natural non-monotone function
that is computable by polynomial size Boolean circuits but requires super-polynomial
size non-cancellative circuits. To prove these results, we rst show that for a large
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class of functions f, there exist monotone functions whose monotone complexity is
similar to the non-cancellative complexity of f.
Based on the Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and the canonical form presented in Section
2.2, we can relate the non-cancellative complexity of any f 2 F to the monotone
complexity of fm.
Theorem 3.1. For any function f such that f(0) = 0; if there is a non-cancellative
circuit of size s and depth d computing f then there is a monotone circuit of size s
and depth d computing fm.
Proof. Let Bn be a non-cancellative circuit of size s and depth d computing f. By
the Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the positive variable set of each representative monomial of
a parse-class in P(Bn) is exactly that of the prime implicant of fm associated with the
parse-class. Consider the monotone circuit B0n obtained by tying all the x inputs of Bn
to the constant 1. Since Bn is non-cancellative, each monomial in P(B0n) arises as +
for some non-trivial monomial +− of P(Bn). By Lemma 2.1, the variable set of
each such monomial + in P(B0n) contains the variable set of some prime implicant t
of fm (specically, of the prime implicant t such that var(t) equals the set of positive
variables of the unique representative of the class of monomials containing +−).
So, by applying the idempotence and absorption axioms P(B0n) can be simplied toW
t2PI(fm) t. Therefore, B
0
n computes fm.
Note that if P(Bn) has cancelled monomials, then B0n does not necessarily compute
fm. By the above theorem, any lower bound in the monotone model for a monotone
function g applies to non-cancellative circuits that compute any function f such that
fm = g.
All of the above arguments can be adapted for functions f such that f(1) = 0.
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 can be used to show that if Bn is a non-cancellative circuit com-
puting f 2 F, then the negative monotone circuit obtained by setting all the positive
inputs of Bn to the constant 1 computes fm. This leads to the following analogue of
Theorem 3.1:
Theorem 3.2. For any function f such that f(1) = 0; if there is a non-cancellative
circuit of size s and depth d computing f then there is a monotone circuit of size s
and depth d computing fm.
3.1. Monotone functions
Since monotone circuits are trivially non-cancellative and f = fm for a monotone
function f, by applying Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 to monotone functions, 4 we conclude
4 Except for the constant function f = 1, all monotone functions have f(0) = 0 or f(1) = 0. We say
monotone functions to mean non-constant monotone functions.
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that the monotone complexity and non-cancellative complexity of monotone functions
are identical.
Theorem 3.3. For any monotone function f; there is a non-cancellative circuit of size
s and depth d computing f if and only if there is a monotone circuit of size s and
depth d computing f.
The above theorem formalizes the intuition that for computing monotone functions,
negations can only be used for cancellation. As an immediate consequence of this the-
orem, known bounds in the monotone model [2, 24, 17, 19] apply for non-cancellative
circuits.
Corollary 3.1. Non-cancellative circuits for BPM require size n
(log n) and depth 
(n).
Non-cancellative circuits for TF require size 2
(n
(1=3)−o(1)).
The above corollary implies that the polynomial size circuits for BPM [11] and TF
[24] must critically use the power of cancellation to compute these functions eciently.
Cancellations can therefore lead to exponential savings in size for computing monotone
functions.
3.2. Non-monotone functions
Negations are essential to computing non-monotone functions, but cancellations are
not. In this section we show that non-cancellative circuits for the non-monotone function
BPM can be no smaller than monotone circuits for BPM. The function BPM is exactly
the determinant function interpreted over GF(2) and is known to be in P [26].
We begin with the denition of the parity version of any Boolean function.
Denition 3.1. For any f, the function f is dened as follows: f outputs 1 on
input x if and only if an odd number of prime implicants of f evaluate to 1 on input x.
We note that if f(0) = 0, then f(0) = 0. Also, denoting (f)m to be the
monotone counterpart of f as dened in Section 2.1, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For any monotone function f; (f)m = f.
Proof. Let t 2 PI(f). Consider the input x for which the variables in var(t) are set
to 1 and all others are set to 0. The function f evaluates to 1 on x, because on
x, there is a single prime implicant of f, namely t, having value 1. It follows that
(f)m evaluates to 1 on x (by the general fact that if a function g evaluates to 1 on
some input, so does gm). Now by monotonicity of (f)m, (f)m evalutes to 1 on all
inputs that set the variables in var(t) to 1. Hence t is an implicant of (f)m.
Conversely, consider t 2 PI((f)m). For some summand s+ in the dening expres-
sion for (f)m, var(s+) var(t). Then, for some s−, s+s− is a prime implicant of
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(f). By setting the variables in s+ to 1 and all the other variables to 0, we know
that an odd number of prime implicants of f take on the value 1. Hence, f evaluates
to 1 on any input which sets to 1 all variables in var(t). Hence t is an implicant of f.
Therefore, for the class of functions ffjfis monotoneg we have the following
analogue of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.4. For any monotone function f; if there is a non-cancellative circuit of
size s and depth d computing f then there is a monotone circuit of size s and depth
d computing f.
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem and the known bounds in the
monotone setting [2, 24, 17, 19] we have,
Corollary 3.2. Non-cancellative circuits for BPM require size n
(log n) and depth

(n). Non-cancellative circuits for TF require size 2
(n(1=3)−o(1)).
Since BPM is known to be in P [26], this demonstrates that cancellations can lead
to super-polynomial savings in size even for computing non-monotone functions.
In summary, any polynomial size circuit for BPM or BPM must necessarily use
cancellation. The result for BPM follows in a straightforward fashion from Razborov’s
lower bound [17]. The result for BPM is new.
4. Quantifying cancellations
In this section, we quantify the amount of cancellations in a Boolean circuit and
show that a circuit with a small amount of cancellations can be eciently converted
into a non-cancellative circuit. Based on Theorem 3.3, this provides a technique for
\monotonizing" circuits that compute monotone functions, the blowup in size and depth
being a function of the amount of cancellations in the original circuit.
Throughout this section and in the next section we will use n to mean the number
of input variables.
Denition 4.1. A variable x is said to occur cancellatively in Bn if there is a monomial
 2 P(Bn) such that x 2 var(+) \ var(−). A circuit Bn is said to be k-cancellative
if there are k variables that occur cancellatively in Bn, 06k6n.
Theorem 4.1. Let Bn be a k-cancellative circuit of size s and depth d computing f;
then there is an equivalent non-cancellative circuit of size O(s2k) and depth (d+ k);
06k6n.
Proof. Let P(Bn) have k variables fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg occurring cancellatively in Bn. We
give a procedure to make the circuit non-cancellative with respect to one variable at a
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time, such that the circuit size is at most doubled at any step and the depth increases
by 1. Thus, the resulting circuit, non-cancellative with respect to all the k variables, has
size O(s2k) and depth (d+ k). We give the construction for x1, the rest is immediate.
Let B1n and B
2
n be two copies of Bn such that in B
1
n the leaf labeled x1 is relabeled
with z and in B2n the leaf labeled x1 is relabeled with z. Consider the circuit B
0
n obtained
by _-ing B1n and B2n and tying the leaf z to 0. It is easy to verify that B0n is equivalent
to Bn and that x1 does not occur cancellatively in B0n. Also, the size of B
0
n is 2s + 1
and its depth is d+ 1.
Corollary 4.1. Non-cancellative circuits can compute f within polynomial size if and
only if f is computable by O(log n)-cancellative circuits within polynomial size.
4.1. Consequences
The construction in the above proof has interesting consequences in relating the size
or depth of a circuit to the number of variables that appear cancellatively within it.
Theorem 4.2. If non-cancellative circuits are known to require size 
(s) for a func-
tion f; then any circuit computing f within size s06s must be k-cancellative; for
k = 
(log(s=s0)).
Proof. Consider a k-cancellative circuit of size s0 computing f. By the construction in
the proof of Theorem 4.1 there is a non-cancellative circuit for f of size (s0+1)2k−1.
Thus, s0  2k = 
(s).
Based on the non-cancellative size lower bounds for BPM and BPM in the previous
section we have,
Corollary 4.2. Any polynomial size circuit for BPM or BPM must be k-cancellative
for k = 
(log2(n)).
Since s0  2k = 
(s) (in proof of Theorem 4.2), we also have the converse that any
k-cancellative circuit for BPM or BPM with k = o(log2 n), must have size 2
(log2 n).
This result generalizes the size lower bounds in Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 and says that
even allowing cancellations for o(log2 n) variables is not enough to compute bipartite
perfect matching within polynomial size.
All of the above results have depth analogues.
Theorem 4.3. If non-cancellative circuits are known to require depth 
(d) for a func-
tion f; then any circuit computing f within depth d0 = o(d) must be k-cancellative;
for k = 
(d).
Proof. Consider a k-cancellative circuit for function f of depth d0. By the construction
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 there is a non-cancellative circuit for f of depth d0 + k.
Thus, d0 + k = 
(d).
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Based on the non-cancellative depth lower bounds for BPM and BPM in the previous
section we have the following corollary. Note that
p
n appears in place of n since in
this section n refers to the number of input variables.
Corollary 4.3. Any o(
p
n) depth circuit for BPM or BPM; must be k-cancellative for
k = 
(
p
n).
Conversely, any k-cancellative circuit for BPM or BPM with k = o(pn), must have
depth 
(
p
n). This result generalizes the depth lower bounds in Corollaries 3.1 and
3.2 and implies that in the context of depth requirement of circuits computing bipartite
perfect matching, allowing cancellations on only o(
p
n) of the variables is as bad as
withholding negations all together.
5. Non-cancellative complexity classes
Grigni [8] used monotone Boolean circuits to dene monotone analogues of standard
complexity classes such as NCk , NL, P and NP. In this section we consider non-
cancellative analogues of standard complexity classes. In addition to being a natural
extension of the study of monotone complexity classes, the study of non-cancellative
classes is interesting because it lends insight into the role of cancellation in the context
of structural issues, such as closure properties of complexity classes. Moreover, estab-
lishing relationships between non-cancellative classes and general complexity classes
have powerful consequences. For example, showing that every NC1 function can be
computed non-cancellatively within polynomial size has the implication that NC1 is
strictly contained in P.
As has been mentioned earlier, non-cancellative Boolean circuits can compute all
functions given enough resources. A natural question is: what is the smallest class for
which non-cancellativeness is not a restriction? Our result is that for P and popular
classes within it, non-cancellativeness is a strict restriction, but not so for NP and
circuit-denable classes above it.
To dene non-cancellative classes uniformly, we use the uniformity notions dened
in [8] for monotone classes. A Boolean circuit is said to be skew if any ^-node
has at most one non-input gate as a predecessor. A Boolean circuit is said to have
semi-unbounded fanin if any ^-node has fanin 2 but _-nodes could have unbounded
fanin.
Denition 5.1. The following are classes of functions computable by uniform families
of non-cancellative circuits within the indicated resources: (i) NL : skew polynomial
size; (iii) NCk : bounded fanin polynomial size and O(logk(n)) depth; (iv) SACk :
semi-unbounded fanin polynomial size and O(logk(n)) depth; (v) ACk : unbounded
fanin polynomial size and O(logk(n)) depth; (vi) P : polynomial size; (vii) NP :
skew polynomial depth.
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As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3, all the known separations in the monotone
hierarchy apply to the non-cancellative hierarchy. For example, [13] shows that the
undirected s− t connectivity function, which decides whether two nodes are connected
in the given input graph, is not in mNC1. This function cannot be in NC1 since if
it has a NC1 circuit, then by Theorem 3.3 it must have a mNC1 circuit as well.
The argument carries over to classes like NL and NP since the construction in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 not only preserves the size and depth but also circuit properties
such as skewness.
Theorem 5.1. NC1 6= NL [13], NL 6= AC1 [9], AC1 6= NC [18], NC 6=
P [18], P 6= NP [17].
Also as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3, we get the following separations
between non-cancellative and non-monotone classes based on the analogous separations
between monotone and non-monotone classes using monotone functions. For example,
[19] exhibits a monotone function in NC1 that is not in monotone NC. In [16],
Razborov shows that monotone Boolean circuits cannot compute the Boolean permanent
function within polynomial size. But this function is exactly BPM and is known to be
in P [11].
Theorem 5.2. AC0 6=AC0 [1], NCk 6=NCk [19], NL 6=NL [19], SACk 6=
SACk [19], ACk 6=ACk [19], P 6= P [16, 11].
Even though NC1 6= NC1 it is perhaps natural to ask how much resources are
necessary for functions inNC1 to be computable non-cancellatively. So for example, is
NC1P? Since P 6= P, an armative answer to this question would immediately
imply NC1 6= P. We note that [4] exhibits a monotone function that is in L but
cannot be computed by monotone circuits within polynomial size. By Theorem 3.3,
this function cannot be in P. But since LNC2 [3, 6], this function is in NC2.
Hence NC2 is not contained in P.
The results in Section 3 have other interesting consequences for complexity classes.
For monotone classes that are known not to be closed under complement, we can
prove the analogous non-closure results in the non-cancellative setting, using arguments
similar to those above. Grigni [9] had shown that mSAC1 and mNL are not closed
under complement.
Theorem 5.3. SAC1 is not closed under complement.
Proof. Consider the function USTCONN. If there is a non-cancellative circuit for
this function then by Theorem 3.2 there is a negative monotone SAC1 circuit for
USTCONN: 5 Such a circuit can be easily converted into a monotone ^-SAC1 circuit
5 Note that USTCONN is a negative monotone function.
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for USTCONN. 6 It was shown by Grigni [9] that USTCONN 62 m^-SAC1. Therefore
USTCONN 62 SAC1. But USTCONN is known to be in mNL. Since mNLSAC1,
USTCONN 2 SAC1.
Corollary 5.1. NL is not closed under complement.
Proof. Since NLSAC1, USTCONN 62 NL. But USTCONN is in mNL and
therefore in NL.
The classes NL and SAC1 are both known to be closed under complement
[12, 23, 5]. The above result therefore implies that cancellations are critical to attain
closure under complementation of these classes. For monotone classes that are known
to be closed under complement, we do not know if the closure result also holds for the
analogous non-cancellative class. For example, mNCk and mP [8] are closed under
complement by denition, but we cannot say the same about NCk and P.
5.1. NP is non-cancellative
In [9], Grigni had shown that the monotone analogue of NP is exactly the class
of monotone functions in NP. We now show that the non-cancellative analogue of
NP covers the whole of NP. To prove this, we carry through the construction in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 for all the variables. The resulting circuit has size O(s2n) and
depth d+n, where n is the number of input variables. The construction in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 is uniform and has the nice property that if the original circuit is skew,
so is the nal circuit. Therefore, based on the circuit denition of NP as the class of
functions computable by uniform families of polynomial depth skew circuits [28], we
have
Theorem 5.4. NP =NP
It follows that C = C, for all known classes C containing NP that has a circuit
denition in terms of size and/or depth.
Since non-cancellative circuits can compute all Boolean functions given enough re-
sources, we had earlier posed the question of how much size is necessary before can-
cellation becomes useless. The above result shows that NP circuits are large enough
for cancellation to become useless.
6. Summary and open questions
Non-cancellative Boolean circuits appear to be an appropriate generalization of mono-
tone Boolean circuits such that all Boolean functions are computable. By dening a
6 ^-SAC1 circuits are polynomial size O(log(n)) depth circuits in which the _ nodes have fanin two but
the ^ nodes could have unbounded fanin.
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notion of cancellation in Boolean circuits, we study the power of negation at a ner
granularity than previously considered and clarify the role of negation versus that of
cancellation. Previous work with monotone computations shows that cancellations are
essential for eciently computing certain monotone functions. The work presented in
this paper extends that to the computation of non-monotone functions and shows that it
is the cancellative aspect of negation that allows Boolean circuits to eciently compute
even certain non-monotone functions. We present the rst example of a non-monotone
Boolean function for which cancellations help. We also show that cancellations are cru-
cial for certain classes to be closed under complement, for example NL. By showing
NP is non-cancellative we identify the boundary at which cancellations are rendered
powerless.
Here are a few interesting observations regarding non-cancellative circuits: (i) non-
cancellative circuits are eciently recognizable: a circuit is cancellative i there is an
^ gate and two circuit inputs labeled with x and x such that there are paths from
each of these two inputs to the ^ gate. That is essentially an NLOG query. (ii)
The satisability problem for non-cancellative circuits can be solved in polynomial
time: it is the occurrence of cancellation in the input formula or circuit that makes
satisability a hard problem. (iii) The monotone circuit value problem is an example
of a P-complete problem in P.
This work raises several questions, here are a few: (i) In general, what can be said
about the closure under complement of non-cancellative analogues of classes whose
monotone versions are known to be closed under complement? (ii) Like NP, does
the non-cancellative analogue of CO−NP span the whole of CO-NP? (iii) What is
the class of functions f such that the non-cancellative complexity of f is polynomially
related to its non-monotone complexity? (iv) Theorem 3.4 states that for any mono-
tone f, the non-cancellative complexity of f is bounded below by the monotone
complexity of f. Does the converse hold?
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